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Introduction
From the erotic mind of Denys Defrancesco comes a breast-centric site well worth drooling over! With
over 40,000 magazine quality photos and hundreds of exclusive videos starring 115 top heavy honeys,
DDF Busty makes boobs their business and tempts you with the kind of all-natural tits your dick has
been searching for!

Adult Review
If you remember back in the 1990s the models in the adult movie industry were gorgeous beauties who had a certain elegance
and class to go along with their on screen tenacity and intense performances. Women like Janine, Jenna, Jill Kelly, Tera and
Kobi brought fantasies to life for their viewers.
  
  These days there are many sites featuring very average looking women no better than the ones you can find in a local bar
and pick-up for a night of fucking for less than the price of two beers. Where have all the model quality girls gone?
  
  DDF Busty provides its members with 115 scintillating nude models every bit as beautiful as their late '90s predecessors. In
many cases the only thing preventing these ladies from having mainstream modeling careers is that their breasts are too big!
Clothing designers want no more than "B" cups on their runway gals but your cock knows how to make excellent use out of
these voluptuous vixens with "C" and "D" sized chests!
  
  In 712 video updates sorted into 2,910 video clips, DDF Busty brings these big bosom babes to life on your screen in
hardcore, softcore and solo action. You have never seen so many girls this pretty get so nasty in one place before. Videos are
offered in 1280x1080 ultra-high definition formats for broadband users and in a variety of other formats for dialup and
mobile device users as well.
  
  Along with the videos are 44,370 magazine quality pictures each meticulously captured by world class nude model
photographer Deny Defrancesco. These are images on par with anything you have ever seen in Playboy, Hustler or another
top shelf mens' magazine and you can print them out in 3000x2000 resolution which makes them ideal for saving as hard
copies in a scrap book or making your own wall mounted shrine for your favorite performer.
  
  Take the tour and you will quickly see the kind of quality and quantity presented by DDF Busty. If you find today's
pornstars a bit too skanky for your taste, this is a website that will give your dick the kind of quality and quantity it has been
craving.

Porn Summary
TheTongue highly recommends DDF Busty for its high quality content. This site features some of the most beautiful models
in adult entertainment today and when it comes to sex there is no substitute for being with a very pretty girl.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Artfully presented nude models with beautiful breasts in glamorous videos'
Quality: 91  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 82    Taste: 87        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Breasts, Exclusive, Glamour, HD, PornStars, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 712
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